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ABSTRJ.CT 

Data on 210 hooded seals caught in Northwest Greenland 1973 end 1974 

show that the :nain part of the catch t~keB pIece between lat. July and late 

September, that catchec ere dominated by mele~, and th ... t young animals (age 

groupe 0-4) are relatively wE>akly r"presented. The relotions between hooded 

e6s1s occurring in west Greenland and the various breeding stocks are dis

cussed. 

Hunting of lIooded Seals in Northw~st Greenland. 

As outlined in a previous paper (Kapel, 1972) the main pert of the Green

land catch of hooded 8eels is tsk6n in South creenl .. nd from late April to mid

JUne. Also in the Angmagssalik district of southeast Greenland hooded seals 

ar6 taken in rather high numbers, especially in July and August immediately 

after the moult in the venmark strait. 

In Northwest Greenland (700 - 750 N) 200-300 hooded seals are caught annu

ally (Fig. 1). The main part of the catch is carried out from small motorboats 

from late July to late ~eptember as by-catch to the hunting of harp seale and 

ringed seale. In some areas, and when ice conditions are favourable, a few a

nimals are also taken in lat" spring and early summer, from boete or at the ice 

edge. 

As a rule hooded seals are shot in water, and 8S harpoons are now rately 

used, lossea may be rather high, but information on this subject is scarce and 

reveals considerable disagreement. In some years hooded Beal~ are met with and 

shot when lying on ice floes elso in Northw~st gr •• nlend, like in the Angmag

esalik area where this type oi hunt is the typical one. In 1974 unusually many 

hooded seals, some of which still moulting in August-~eptemb.r, were takea un

der these conditions in Northwest Greenland. C2 
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Kateriale and .ethode. 

The material of hooded seals collected in Northwest Greenland is shown 

in Table I, in which also samples from ~outh Greenland and East Greenland are 

listed. 

-The number of jews collected in Northwest Greenland is not large, but 

compared with the catch figures for 1970 the sampling results are rather sa

tisfactory in 1972-1971, especially for Upernavik district. The relatively 

large sample in 1974 is partly a result of improved sampling effort, but is 

probably also due to somewhat larger catches of hooded seals than usual. In 

the following only the samples from 1973 and 1974 are used, as analysae of 
• 

previous samples were not availeble at the time of writing. 

In both samplee females account for lees than 20 %. As described in pre

vious papers (Kapel, 1972 and 1974), males also seem to dominate in samples 

from ~outh Greenland, but females here seem to account for 20-50 % of the 

catches. The samples from East Greenland (Angmagssalik district) are small 

but indicate a minor surplus of malee, only. 

It might be argued that the statement of sex is not fully reliable, as 

it ie based mostly on the iniormation given by the hunters on the labels at

tached to the jaws. It ie, however, difficult to explain why this fact should 

show a clear tendeney towards dominance of malee, as demonstrated above. ¥ur

ther, it is the impression from field studies, that malee do occur more fre

Quent than females in catches. The hunters do not seem to select males during 

'{ the hunt, and the sex ration found in the samples thus seem to reflect the fact 

that males occur in &reater numbers in the hunting areas - or for some other 

reason are more vulnerable. 

Table II shows the uiEtribution per half-month of the jaws collected in 

florthweflt Greenland 1373 and 1974. It appe&.rs that the camples cover the hun

ting period (~escrio£.;u above very well. 

Although material from other loceliti~s and for 0 longer period of years 

would be desirable, the eamples of hooded eeale in 1373 and 1974 are conside

rea sui:ficient to give a re&'Bonable picture of the composition of the catches 

in Northwest Greenland. 

In the laboratory the canines were extracted from the lower jaws, cut 

tr~neversely, and the sections examined under microscope. Ageing was done by 

the author only, and although some sections were examined several times, the 

results presented below must be considered preliminary, especially what old 

animals is concerned. 
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Age analysis. 

The results of the age determination of the material collected in 1973 

and 1974 appear from Table III and Fig. 2. The two samples are consid6red 

comparable and have therefore been pooleu together in the cilil;wIlns to the right 

in tht> table. 

The age analysis shows that youngs of the year account for only 7.6 % 
of the sample and 1-4 yesrs old animals for 27.6 %. For these young age groups 

no tendency of decreasing p€rcentag~s with increasing age was found. such a 

tendency can be traced for the following age groups, although the size of the 

materiel does not allow for definite conclusions. 5-9 years old animals account 

for 38.4 % of the sample, older animals for 32.4 %. 
The bbove is also valid ss a description of the age composition of males, 

as these dominate the sample. On the baBis of the available material it is not 

possible to comment on the age compoBition of females. 

~ctimation of mortalities is not attempted here, partly because the mate

rial is con~iaereo too small for this purpose. 

Discussion. 

Until recently only two breeding areas were known for hooded seals, one 

in the drift ice o1f Newfoundland and Labrador (the Fro nt) with a EmaIl section 

in the Gulf of st. Lawrence, the other in the region of Jan Mayen (the west Ice.) 

Both stocks were thought to moult in the Denmark strait. 

The occurrence of hooded seels in south Greenland in the spring was ex

plained eB animals on migration from the breeding areas at the Front to the 

moulting ar~as. Recov~ries in south Greenland of hooded seals tagged at the 

Front confirm, that at least Eome of the seals caught in Greenland come from 

that area. Analyses of the catch of hooded seals in south Greenland (Kapel 1972 

and 1974) show that youngs 01 the year end 1-2 years old animals occur in very 

low numuers here. 

It has been suggested that young animals might migrate noilthwards and 

occur in gr&ater numbers off west Greenland. Until now no recoveries of tagged 

hooded seals have been recorded from Northwest Greenland. 

The present age anhlysis of· hooded seals caught in Northwest Greenland 

does not confirm the above mentioned theory. Although youngs of the year occur 

in grehter numbers than in the south Greenland catches they still form only a 

minor part of the catch, and other young animals also seem to be under-repre

sentated. 
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The rediscovery of a third breeding area of hooded seals in the Davis 

strait (Sergeant, 1974) may change the view on the occurr~nce of hooded ssals 

in Greenland on several points. 

possibly, part of the seals caught in South Greenland comes from the 

breeding patches in the vavis strait. Further, it is likely that an even 

greater proportion of the hooded seals occurring along the coast of west 

Greenland is recruited from that breeding area. This would explain the lack 

of tag-recoveries lrom Northwest Greenland. 

The analysis of the Greenland catch statistics by Rosendahl (1961) 

showed th&t the peak of the catch of hooded seale in loIid-west Greenland 

(680 _700 N) occured in late April and Kay, in fact a bit earlier than the 

catch in South Greenland. This wes explained as a nortward migration of a 

minor part of the animal< from the ~'ront stock, the msin part of which fol

lowed the southern route tha t ~rought them to south Greenlbnd in loIay and 

June. Consic.ering the discovery of a third whelping area, another expla

nation Beems probable, namely that most hooded seals occuring in Mid-west 

Greenland and Northwest Greenland do not come from the Front, but are re

cruited from the !lavis strait "tack, proviLed that this .tock is a perma

nent one ana has b~en BO 10r years. 

As mEntioned above, s rather small catch of hood~d seals in Northwest 

Greenland takes place in the spring (late May to early June). Thie may be 

evidence of a northward migration at this time of the year, and the reason 

for the relative minor importance of the catch may psrtly be that the ice 

conditions S6 a rule do not allow the hunters to go to the westernmost zone 

of broken-up ice, partly that the hunters at this time of the year are occu

pied by a more proii.able hunting og ringed ceals hauled out on the ice or 

in cracks in the ice. 

J:jetween mid June and late JUly very few hooded seals are caught in 1I0rth

"est Greenland, and the main part of the catch taken in August-september are 

probably seals seeking to c08rtel feeding areas or on their routhward migra

tion. 

It might be difficult to d.~o~strate the origin of the hooded seals caught 

in Mid-West Greenland, as the catch in this aree is now insignificant, but tag

ging experiments on the !lavis strait whelping patches may throw light on the 

reletionship b£tw~en this popUlation and the catches in Northwest - and south 

Greenland. 
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Another Que.tio" is where the animals from the Davis strait stock 
- "~!~ 

moul t. It is 01 course pouible th"t they migrate southwards and eest-

wards around cape ~'arew~ll, but "6 the locetion of the breeding patches 

has rem~ined unknown until recently, it is not impossible that a moulting 

area exists somewhere in the !laffin Bay area. ~'he hunters 01 Northwest 

Greenland report that moulting seals are seen rather often. 

'I'he above discuEsion doss not explain the under-representation of 

females and 01 young animals in the Northwest Greenland catches. These 

animals probably spend most 01 their lifes in open water or in drift ice 

far from the coast .. l waters, where they are inaccessible to the hunters. 

The fact that very few young animals ere taken in Greenland means, 

that the hoodedseal pubs surviving the kill on the breeding patches are 

very lightly exploited during the following three years. probably, less 

than/gn~dred youngs of the year, about two hundr~d one year old and less 

than three hundred 2 year old animals are taken in Greenland. According 

to ~ritsland and tlenJaminsen (l97~), these yearclasses are not exploited 

at the ~'ront. very few' year old animals are taken in the breeding areas, 

and the Greenland catch of that yearcless does not exceed three hundred. 

At the age og four the females oegin to be more heavily exploitea on 

the whelping patches, but the males, 00 not pl&y en important role in thet 

area until they havb reached the ege of 8, 9 or 10 year. 
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Table I· samples of jaws of hoode. seals from Greenland. 

Locblity year (catch) 

KuvdlorasuaK, Upv. 195' 1970 1971 1972 197'3 1974 (1970. ) 
1'3 ( 4) 

Kraulehevn 14 46 ('31) 
TasiuesaK 29 18 25 ( 44) 
TUgseaK 10 15 " ('31) 
Augpila gtoK , 8 8 9 (11) 
Pr~van 1 ( ') 
Igdloreeuit , Umn. , , ( 5) 
K "aersut 16 7 10 (20) 
SarKaK , Jak. 12 (11) 

]forthwest Greenland 61 , 67 62 148 

South Greenland 50 42 2'4 214 200 208 

East Greenland 9 66 49 8, 66 

Fem&lee 
195' 1970 1971 1972 197'3 1974 

Upernavik district 4 21 
Umanhk , 1 
J'akobsh~ vn 1 

Northwest Gre~nland 7 2' 
South Greenland 11 III 41 42 75 

East Greenland 20 24 '4 29 

)("les 195' 1970 1971 1972 197'3 1974 

Upernavik district • 48 100 
Um"nak 4 9 
Jakobshllvn 11 

Northwest Greenland 52 120 

South Greenland ,1 122 148 110 115 

East Greenland 45 25 48 '7 

% females 195'3 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 (f " 100) 

Northwest Greenlsnd 12 % 16 % f + m 
• 

South Greenland 26 % 48% 22 % 28 % 39 % 

East Greenland 31 % 49 % 41 % 44 % 

Table II. J)istribution of samplee per half-month, N.W. Greenland. 

May June Ju17 Aug. ::;ept. Oct. O( Total 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 :I 

1974 Upernavik di"trict - 15 25 54 15 9 5 , 126 
Umanak 5 5 10 
Jakobshavn 1 9 2 12 

1974 Jj.W. Greenland - 15 '1 68 17 9 5 3 148 

1973 2 '3 - 2 21 29 2 2 - 1 62 
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Table III. Ace aamples ~f hooded seals in Northweat Gr •• nlan«, 197' and 1974. 

197' 1974 1973 + 1974 

Ag :.I! lSa nk tots ~~ G~ nk total .\!.\! U nk total % % .\!.\! % " 
% nk 

-
<I 1 1 2 4 10 14 5 11 16 7.6 2.4 5.2 

1 1 1 2 2 7 9 5 8 11 5.2 1.4 5.8 

2 1 1 2 1 13 14 1 14 1 16 7.6 0.5 6.7 0.5 

5 5 5 3 11 1 15 5 14 1 18 8.6 1.4 6.7 0.5 

4 2 2 1 9 1 11 1 11 1 13 6.2 ".5 5.2 0.5 

5 6 1 7 1 10 1 12 1 16 2 19 8.9 0.5 7.6 1.0 

6 4 4 4 9 15 4 15 17 8.1 1.9 6.2 

7 6 6 8 8 14 14 6.7 6.7 

8 4 4 1 6 1 8 1 10 1 12 5.7 0.5 4.8 0.5 

9 1 1 5 5 6 6 2.9 2.9 

10 1 5 4 1 4 5 2 7 9 4.' 1.0 5.5 

11 4 4 4 4 1.9 1.9 

12 5 , 2 2 4 2 5 7 3.3 1 •• 2.4 

15 4 4 4 4 8 8 5.8 5.8 

14 5 1 4 1 5 6 1 8 1 10 4.8 0.5 5.8 0.5 

15 2 2 1 1 :3 5 1.4 1.4 

16 5 5 1 1 4 4 1.9 1.9 

17 1 5 4 1 , 4 1.9 0.5 1.4 

18 2 2 1 1 :3 , 1.4 1.4 

19 2 2 2 2 1.0 1.0 

2" 1 1 2 2 1 2 , 1.4 0.5 1.0 

21 

22 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 

25 1 1 2 1 1 2 1.0 0.5 0.5 

24 1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 

25 1 1 1 1 2 2 1.0 1.0 

2~o 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1.0 0.5 0.5 

'~5 1 2 , 1 2 , 1.4 0.5 1.0 

SUII 7 52 , 62 2' 120 5 148 50 172 8 210 100.0 14. , 81.9 ,.8 

., 
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Fig. 2. Age composition of hooded seals caught in Northwest Greenland. 
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